## Description
The new autocomplete cannot be used without form scope.

### Related issues:
- Related to Foreman - Refactor #25205: Replace AutoComplete in filters forms by React SearchBar added
- Related to Foreman Remote Execution - Bug #28314: REX uses auto_complete_search helper which was dropped from core added

### Associated revisions

**Revision e323e20e - 12/11/2019 10:15 AM - Ondřej Ezr**
Fixes #28315 - allow autocomplete without form scope

**Revision 2006fcbe - 01/07/2020 04:51 PM - Ondřej Ezr**
Refs #28315 - FormField storybook

### History

**#1 - 11/20/2019 11:46 AM - Ondřej Ezr**
- Related to Refactor #25205: Replace AutoComplete in filters forms by React SearchBar added

**#2 - 11/20/2019 11:47 AM - Ondřej Ezr**
- Related to Bug #28314: REX uses auto_complete_search helper which was dropped from core added

**#3 - 11/20/2019 11:52 AM - The Foreman Bot**
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
  - Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7189 added

**#4 - 12/11/2019 10:15 AM - The Foreman Bot**
- Fixed in Releases 2.0.0 added

**#5 - 12/11/2019 11:01 AM - Ondřej Ezr**
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset e323e20ee53506b8d559bdd1d6cc36c9af4fb8d3.

**#6 - 12/16/2019 04:35 PM - The Foreman Bot**
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7263 added